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Editorial

Artificial  intelligence  in  respiratory  diseases�

Inteligencia artificial en las enfermedades respiratorias

The use of artificial intelligence (AI) in various fields of medicine

has grown significantly in recent years1.  This has been mainly due

to the progress of high performance computing and the develop-

ment of deep learning (DL), a  subset of AI  algorithms that use neural

networks to learn how to solve specific tasks from expert-labeled

databases.

One field of medicine that is  undergoing a paradigm shift due to

the application of AI is  medical imaging, since the analysis of the

different imaging acquisition modalities using traditional image

processing algorithms (shadowing, filtering, and the use of geo-

metric atlas, among others) has so far failed to efficiently solve

complex problems, such as high-accuracy detection of lung fissures

in a computed tomography (CT) study. This scenario has changed

significantly in recent years, thanks to  convolutional neural net-

works (CNN), which are a particular type of DL algorithm that learn

convolutional filters from databases of labeled images. These filters

are capable of extracting a large number of imaging characteristics,

the sequential combination of which allows the interpretation of

complex patterns, such as those present in medical images.

CNN are highly versatile, and have now opened many lines of

research in  tasks such as reducing image acquisition times, improv-

ing the quality of various imaging modalities, reducing the amount

of contrast medium administered to the patient in  certain tests, case

screening, disease detection, and segmentation of regions of inter-

est. Research in some of these fields has reached such an advanced

level of development that fully AI-based products are now on the

market, and these have shown benefits in clinical practice via the

applicable validation processes needed for authorization as medical

devices.

Classification consists of assigning CNN inputs the probability

of belonging to  a  class, that is, an estimate of the extent to  which

the images contain patterns that are common to a class. In medi-

cal imaging, the automatic classification of chest X-rays with CNN

has attracted special attention from both the scientific commu-

nity and the industrial sector. Furthermore, large public databases

with hundreds of thousands of tagged images have been released

to drive the development of new algorithms in  this area. One of

the main catalysts of this interest is  the lack of resources in radi-

ology departments for reporting the large amount of chest X-rays

that are acquired in  routine clinical practice2.  For this reason, chest
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X-ray classification algorithms have been developed to pre-screen

images of healthy subjects so that radiologists can focus their efforts

on reporting potentially pathological cases. The impact of such

algorithms on clinical practice has already been measured in  differ-

ent studies, which have concluded that these tools can reduce the

reporting time of critical studies from 11.2 to 2.7 days3, and that

the accuracy of expert radiologists in  classifying normal and patho-

logical radiographs measured by the area under the curve increases

from 0.93 to 0.964.

Segmentation consists of delineating an anatomical region, a

process that can be automated with CNN because they can assign

a  probability to  each voxel of an image of belonging or not belong-

ing to the region of interest. Lung segmentation is  a  fundamental

step in the quantification of respiratory diseases by imaging studies,

because it prevents the analysis algorithms from being influenced

by extra-pulmonary regions. The automation of this process by CNN

has achieved unprecedented results in both chest X-rays and CT

scans, with a  coefficient of overlap between manual segmentation

by radiologists and segmentation estimated by CNN of 0.9755 and

0.9686, respectively, 1 being the perfect overlap value. One of  the

image analysis techniques that  has been improved by CNN lung

segmentation on CT is  the automatic quantification of emphysema.

This is because this technique is  based on the count of voxels in the

lung CT that are below a  certain Hounsfield Units threshold, so the

accurate estimation of the voxels belonging to  the lung is  essential

for a  correct calculation of emphysema volume.

However, not all CNN medical imaging applications are intended

to  improve processes in  healthcare systems. Indeed, they can also

be used for cyber attacks aimed at preventing successful diagno-

sis. For example, a Generative Adversarial Networking (GAN)-based

method was developed to artificially alter CT images by adding or

removing pulmonary nodules. The use of this method in  routine

clinical practice was  simulated, and the radiological diagnosis was

successfully altered by injecting false nodules into the images of

99.2% of cases, and by deleting real nodules in  95.8%7.

In conclusion, AI  techniques, and more specifically DL tech-

niques, have enabled the development of new tools that improve

healthcare processes, and have led to a paradigm shift in the eval-

uation of respiratory diseases by medical imaging by  automating

processes that currently slow down hospital workflow and by

improving physician diagnostic yield. However, these  new tech-

nologies also raise a  number of ethical issues, such as who  should

be responsible for misdiagnosis when AI  technologies are used for

supporting decisions. Moreover, it is also possible to use these algo-

rithms in cyber attacks to maliciously alter the correct diagnosis of
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patients. These scenarios will have to be  taken into consideration by

multidisciplinary committees so that safe and effective AI systems

are implemented in hospitals in order to provide a  more efficient

and accurate healthcare system that improves people’s health.
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